Improving Team Productivity Through
Workforce Analytics
Boosting productivity across an entire organisation is never easy, and it is harder now that teams are split up, some
working in the office and others working from home. Management is struggling to adapt and get meaningful data on
team performance and the effectiveness of systems they use on a day-to-day basis.
Onestop understand as we had to make the same transition. We firmly believe that no team member comes to work
wanting to do a bad job. It is our responsibility as management to make sure that the tools we provide our team are
suitable and enable them to complete their work in an efficient manner and help them feel they are making a
valuable contribution to the rest of the team. So how can you find out what tools are valuable to productivity, and
what can you do to help make work easier for the team? The answer to this is to understand how your team work.

Benefits of Phoenix Team Analytics
Gain deeper insights on productivity &
focus
Compare and analyse team productivity reports to
identify top performers, frequently used
applications, and so on.

Identify patterns and analyse trends
Use analytics to see what productivity looks like for
each team member and who is at risk of over
working.

Eliminate workplace distractions
Phoenix Team Analytics productivity reports allow
you to understand what activities contribute
towards getting important things done and what
activities are complete distractions from work.

Meet deadlines
Uncover key productivity metrics to help you
understand how your team work so you can
improve productivity and meet work deadlines.

Develop personalised reports
Create your own productivity reports that meet
your specific needs so you can analyse user activity
data key to your organisation.

Share analysis insights with your team
Analyse Phoenix Team Analytics reports with your
team and management so everyone understands
how productivity can be improved.

Mental health is a massive issue, and we have to keep an eye on the risk of our team suffering "burn out". We learnt
that technology was a key asset in helping us keep our team aligned, healthy, and keen to grab the benefits of a
hybrid working model.

When would you use
Phoenix Team Analytics?
Workforce productivity
Remote workforce management
Operational efficiency
User activity & employee training
Workforce analytics
Data privacy & compliance

Key insights uncovered:
Are my teams aligned and making progress goals?
What are my employees' level of engagement?
Which apps and sites consume most of their time?
What are their distractions?
What bottlenecks are in their way?
Who are my top performers?
Who might be on the verge of burnout?
Where are potential compliance risks?

Key features
Dashboard

Screenshot captures

Get the bite-sized business intelligence of
workforce activity analytics such as top users, top
applications, and website usage patterns.

See the visual evidence of past and present activity
history. Protect sensitive data and flag accessed
sites that pose compliance risks.

Activity reports view

Activity logs

View a variety of analytical reports to drill down
into valuable team productivity insights for
comparative analytics.

Reference detailed logs of user activities collected
to better understand what transpired, when, and
by whom for audit trails.

Real-time activity review

Activity classification

Understand employee workflows, uncover
compliance risks and more. Create custom
schedules for reviewing user activities for teams in
different locations and time zones worldwide.

Leverage Phoenix Team Analytics' intelligent
engine that automatically builds a library of apps
and sites employees use and classifies productivity
categories with AI-given algorithms.

Team productivity pulse
Immediately see team productivity metrics and
availability status via an at a glance dashboard
throughout the day.

3 steps to improve workforce productivity

Give us a call

Sign up to Phoenix Analytics

Boost productivity

Pick up the phone and let us
know how we can help.

Once you sign up, our team will deal
with on-boarding and have your team
up and running in minutes.

Phoenix Analytics reporting will
let you understand how your
team work to help you find out
ways to improve productivity.

Sign up
today!

Give us a call: 0131 5100 100
Email us at: help@onestopit.com

Our packages
Phoenix Analytics Self-managed
(Annual subscription)

Phoenix Analytics Self-managed
(Monthly subscription)

Phoenix Analytics managed
(Annual subscription)

£7.00 pcm per user

£8.50 pcm per user

£13.00 pcm per user

"Millions of businesses hate their IT. It's complicated,
expensive, and frustrating - it wastes time. With
Onestop's personalised "IT Made Simple plan, you
can use technology to grow your business and make
work easy for your team, in and out the office."
- Onestop IT

Getting started is easy.
Give us a call today!
0131 5100 100

